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ABSTRACT 
Vincencius Sonny Kurniawan. C0310065. 2016. A Comparative Analysis on 
Technique and Quality of Racing Terms Translation in the Official and Non-
Official Subtitles of Movie Entitled Rush.Thesis: English Department, Faculty 
of Cultural Sciences, Sebelas Maret University, Surakarta. 
This translation research is conducted by analysing translation of racing 
terms in the movie entitled Rush in its official subtitle (taken from DVD original) 
and non-official subtitle (taken from www.subscene.com). This research aims to 
identify translation techniques applied in translating racing terms, to describe the 
impact towards translation quality in terms of accuracy and acceptability, and to 
compare the translation in both versions of subtitles. 
This research belongs to descriptive qualitative research. The source of data 
are movie entitled Rush and three raters. The methods of data collection are content 
analysis, questionnaire, and interview. 
The following are the research findings. 1) The translation techniques are 
applied in single technique and multiple techniques. The translation of official 
subtitle applies 9 single techniques and 9 multiple techniques.The translation in 
non-official subtitle applies 10 single techniques and 12 multiple techniques. The 
similar techniques applied in both translations are: amplification, borrowing, 
established equivalent, generalization, literal translation, modulation, 
particularization, reduction, transposition, established equivalent + borrowing, 
amplification + borrowing, established equivalent + reduction, established 
equivalent + particularization, borrowing + particularization, amplification + 
reduction, reduction + borrowing, established equivalent + borrowing + 
amplification, and established equivalent + borrowing + amplification + 
particularization. The techniques applied only in non-official subtitle are: discursive 
creation, borrowing + calque, established equivalent + amplification + reduction, 
and transposition + borrowing + amplification + particularization. 2) From 202 
data, there are 187accurate data/92,57% accurate translation, 11 less accurate 
data/5,44%, 4 inaccurate data/1,98%, 183 acceptable data/90,59%, 16 less 
acceptable data/7,92%, and 3 unacceptable data/1,48% found in the official subtitle. 
Meanwhile in the non-official subtitle, there are 177 accurate data/87,62%, 17 less 
accurate data/8,41%, 8 inaccurate data/3,96%, 175 acceptable data/86,63%, 16 less 
acceptable data/7,92%, and 11 unacceptable data/5,44%.The techniques application 
mostly gives positive impact towards translation quality. 3) Both translations are of 
high quality, however, the official subtitle is better in terms of accuracy and 
acceptability.  
Keywords:  technical terms, racing terms, comparison analysis, translation 
technique, translation quality. 
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